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Abstract: Multispectral imaging (MSI) is widely used in terrestrial applications to help increase
the discriminability between objects of interest. While MSI has shown potential for underwater
geological and biological surveys, it is thus far rarely applied underwater. This is primarily due
to the that fact light propagation in water is subject to wavelength dependent attenuation and
tough working conditions in the deep ocean. In this paper, a novel underwater MSI system based
on a tunable light source is presented which employs a monochrome still image camera with
flashing, pressure neutral color LEDs. Laboratory experiments and field tests were performed.
Results from the lab experiments show an improvement of 76.66% on discriminating colors on a
checkerboard by using the proposed imaging system over the use of an RGB camera. The field
tests provided in situ MSI observations of pelagic fauna, and showed the first evidence that the
system is capable of acquiring useful imagery under real marine conditions.
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
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1. Introduction
Multispectral and hyperspectral imaging are important detection methods, which acquire a 3D
spatial-spectral data cube containing both spatial and spectral information of a scene. They are
widely used in remote sensing for mineral recognition [1], in water quality monitoring [2], in the
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fields of agriculture [3], and in food industry [4]. Spectral imaging is also a promising method for
deep sea optical surveying where a spectral imager attached to an underwater camera platform
(towed structure, remotely operated vehicle - ROV, autonomous underwater vehicle - AUV)
captures detailed inherent reflectance spectra of benthic targets for efficient discrimination and
classification [5–11].
Optical spectrum acquisition techniques developed rapidly. Spectrometersmeasure the spectrum
of a single point with high spectral resolution. Full-sampling (scanning) spectral imaging systems
provide both spectral and spatial resolution by using a 2D image sensor to sample the spectral-
spatial data cube over the temporal domain. Undersampling (snapshot) systems based on
compressive sensing theory can modulate, capture, and reconstruct the spectral-spatial data cube
by fewer snapshots [12, 13] or even by a single shot [14].
For terrestrial applications, the light intensity loss and spectral distortion through a short
distance of air (or vacuum) are negligible. In remote sensing (long distances), the atmosphere has
effects on the light propagation mainly due to aerosol scattering and water vapor absorption. In
dry and clear condition, atmospheric effects can be well compensated by statistical and physics
based algorithms [15].
In contrast, when light passes through water the absorption is more significant than in air
and dependent on wavelength. In addition to water itself, light attenuation in natural water is
also affected by phytoplankton containing different pigments (chlorophylls, carotenoids and
phycobilipigments), suspended particles (living organic particles, detrital organic matter, and
inorganic particles), colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) and bubbles. The variable
composition and concentration of oceanic constituents results in temporal and spatial variations
of optical properties in natural water [16].
Besides, in the deep ocean, durable optical systems with compact structure and optically
efficient design are preferred considering the tough working conditions such as shaking platforms,
restricted load and space, absence of sunlight, limited electrical power, and lack of computational
power.
In underwater applications, RGB imaging and point-based spectroscopy are widely used,
while underwater multispectral and hyperspectral imaging techniques are rarely applied. A
modified RGB imaging system [17] has been used in an underwater optical survey to recover
real color information in natural water. Reflectance or fluorescence spectra are collected by a
wide field-of-view (FOV) spectrometer, which has been proven valuable for studies of coral
genera [18–20] and coral health condition [21]. A combination of cameras and spectrometers on
an AUV [11] has been proposed recently to map the seafloor with mosaicking averaged spectra
in the FOV of the spectrometer along the dive track.
Existing underwater multispectral and hyperspectral imaging systems mainly capture the
spatial-spectral data cube through the “push broom” spatial-scanning method and the filter
based spectral-scanning method. The “push-broom” method scans one spatial dimension with a
narrow slit FOV and spans the spectral dimension using a dispersive optical device (prism or
diffraction grating). Images taken by the “push-broom” method feature high spectral resolution,
and do not need to be registered along wavelengths, but need to be merged spatially. Underwater
hyperspectral imaging (UHI) systems based on the “push-broom”method have been deployed with
a diver [22] or on AUVs and ROVs for effective seafloor mapping with both spatial and spectral
resolution [5–10]. Pettersen et al. (2014) studied the inverse relationship between absorption
spectra and reflected spectra of pigments, and effectively used a UHI system in bio-optical
taxonomic identification [23]. Letnes et al. (2017) used a UHI system to monitor and classify
cold water corals in different living conditions [24].
The spectral scanning method stacks up a sequence of monochrome images of the scene at
different wavelengths specified by narrow-band filters in front of the sensor. In order to scan more
wavelengths in less time, motorized filter wheels [25] and solid-state tunable filters (e.g., LCTF
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and AOTF [26]) have been introduced. Gleason et al. studied coral reefs with a six-band filter
wheel underwater multispectral camera, and concluded an improvement of using narrow spectral
bands ratio combined with image texture measures in automated coral classification [27]. The
alignment of images taken at different wavelengths is necessary, and the number of channels is
limited by the switching time and the size of the filter wheel (e.g. more filters require a longer
acquisition time and a larger filter wheel). Other than the filter based approach, a tunable light
source (e.g. a color LED array [28,29]) is used to specify wavelength as e.g. shown in medical
research [30, 31]. By using a tunable light source and removing the (optical) filters, the camera
system is further simplified, and the optical efficiency is improved. However, this technique has
not been implemented in underwater applications yet.
In this paper, we present a tunable LED-based underwater multispectral imaging system
(TuLUMIS) which synchronizes a monochrome camera with flashing, pressure neutral color
LEDs. As a scanning method, it provides 2D spatial light intensity distribution of the scene in a
sequence of eight spectral channels in a short period (RGB cameras provide only three channels,
i.e., red, green and blue). It acquires finer-resolved spectral reflectance than the RGB method, and
features a durable and simpler structure as well as lower cost compared to existing underwater
multispectral imaging techniques.
The main contribution of this paper is the description of the TuLUMIS system. Additionally,
we present a quantitative method to compare the usefulness of different spectral imaging methods.
It is based on a normalisation criterion and can compare data sets of different dimensionality. It is
hence able to discriminate data of different spectral resolution and thus more generally applicable
than methods that rank different spectral imaging methods of the same dimensionality [20,32].
We use this discrimination method to compare results obtained by TuLUMIS to RGB imaging
and point-based spectroscopic measurements.
The paper describes the principles of spectral imaging and the proposed discrimination criteria
with data analysis algorithms in Section 2. Composition and specification of TuLUMIS are
presented in Section 3, and lab experiments are described in Section 4 followed by the presentation
of results in Section 5. The field test conducted during a cruise to the Atlantic Ocean is also briefly
demonstrated in Section 5. Dimensionality reduction methods for the data analysis and potential
improvements of TuLUMIS are discussed in Section 6 with conclusions drawn in Section 7.
2. Principles on spectral imaging
2.1. Acquisition of spectral signatures
According to the underwater imaging model and the Beer-Lambert law [32], the intensity detected
by a gray value camera at each pixel can be represented by
I =
∫
λc
Is(λ) · e−α(λ)d1 · R(λ) · e−α(λ)d2 · C(λ) dλ, (1)
where:
I = intensity detected by the camera
Is(λ) = spectral radiance of the light source
R(λ) = spectral reflectance at the surface of the target to be studied
C(λ) = spectral response of the camera
α = the wavelength-dependent attenuation coefficient of the water medium
d1, d2 = the distances from the light source to the target, and the distances from the target to
the camera, respectively
λc = spectral range of the camera
dλ = the symbol of the differential of the variable λ
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An effective spectrum analysis is based on an accurate estimate of the surface spectral
reflectance. Therefore it is necessary to recover the reflectance at the surface of the target from
the detected radiance at the sensor to remove the effects of illumination and the medium before
subsequent analysis.
As reference, a white board with equal spectral reflectance through all visible light bands
is used to correct the spectrally distorted images. For the white board area in the images, the
reflectance R(λ) is constant in Eq. (1). The relative reflectance of other pixels can be obtained
by dividing the intensity at the white pixel in each channel. Subsequently, each spatial pixel
consists of a spectral vector s = [s1, s2, . . . , sn]T with n relative reflectance values from different
channels, the vector s ∈ Rn is known as the spectral signature at that pixel.
2.2. Discrimination measures of spectral signatures
For the analysis of multispectral and hyperspectral signatures, spectral angle mapper (SAM)
and spectral information divergence (SID) are two discrimination measures that are widely and
effectively used [20,33]. In this study, the similarity of the spectral signatures extracted from two
different samples are estimated by both SAM and SID.
SAM calculates the spectral angle θ between two signature vectors in the n-dimensional space
as
SAM(s, r) = θ = arccos s · r‖s‖‖r‖ s, r ∈ R
n, (2)
where s = [s1, s2, . . . , sn]T and r = [r1, r2, . . . , rn]T are spectral signatures (Rn×1 vectors) of
two samples.
SID is a measure according to information theory. It appraises the probability vector which is
defined as
pi =
|si |∑n
j=1 |sj |
, (3)
given a spectral pixel vector s = [s1, s2, . . . , sn]T . By means of this probability interpretation,
any pixel vector s can be a single information source. As a result, the probability vector
p = [p1, p2, . . . , pn]T can be used to describe the spectral variability of the pixel vector s. And
SID is derived from Kullback-Leibler information measure (or cross entropy) as
SID(s, r) = D(s| |r) + D(r| |s) (4)
D(s| |r) =
m∑
i=1
pi · log(pi/qi) (5)
D(r| |s) =
m∑
i=1
qi · log(qi/pi) (6)
given p = [p1, p2, . . . , pn]T and q = [q1, q2, . . . , qn]T are probability distributions of the
spectral signatures s and r, respectively.
2.3. Comparison of spectral dissimilarity among different dimensions
To quantify the discrimination ability on spectral-different objects of TuLUMIS, a comparison
is made with respect to SAM and SID among the three methods: images taken by a general
RGB color camera illuminated by a white light source (RGB), images taken by the TuLUMIS
multispectral camera (MS), and spectral reflectance measured by a spectrometer with 709
channels covering the visible spectrum from 400 nm to 700 nm (SP).
Since the direct comparison of SAM and SID among feature spaces of different dimensions
(s ∈ R3 for the RGB method, s ∈ R8 for the MS method, and s ∈ R709 for the SP method) is not
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appropriate, principal component analysis (PCA) [34] is used to convert spectral signatures from
R8 space and R709 space into R3 space before using SAM or SID. The dimensionality reduction
processing will be discussed in detail in Section 7.1.
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Fig. 1. Demonstration of the spectral dissimilarity criterion. C11 through C13 are different
samples on object C1, C21 through C23 are different samples on object C2. The spectral
signature of each sample is the averaged signatures of all pixels forming the sample. The
9-by-9 matrix on the right can be divided into sub-matrices, where sub-matrix C1 and
sub-matrix C2 are within-class similarity measures of object C1 and C2, and the elements
in sub-matrix M are between-class similarity measure of samples in object C1 and C2.
Elements on the main diagonal represent similarity measures of samples with themselves. The
dissimilarity of the two objects C1 and C2 depends on both within-class and between-class
measures.
In Fig. 1, the comparison between two objects is for exemplarily shown. Suppose there are
m1 samples [C11,C12, . . . ,C1m1 ] taken from object C1 and m2 samples [C21,C22, . . . ,C2m2 ] taken
from object C2 and for each of these m1 + m2 samples, all three spectral imaging methods are
applied, and the per-sample spectral signatures, denoted as c11, c12, . . . , c1m1 and c21, c22, . . . , c2m2
are provided by averaging signatures of all pixels forming the sample. A matrix as in Fig. 1 can
be built to show the similarity between each of two samples by using the measures of SAM and
SID as introduced in Eq. (2) and Eq. (4), respectively.
Ideally, each object is characterized by a unique deterministic spectrum, i.e. all samples on the
same object have the same signature. However, in practice the assumption of an exact spectral
signature does not always hold due to mixed-pixel interference and inherent spectral variability
(i.e., inhomogeneous surface composition, media condition and sensor noise, etc) [35]. In Fig. 1,
the 9-by-9 matrix can be divided into sub-matrices:
C1(Γ)i j = Γ(c1i, c1j) i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m1 (7)
C2(Γ)i j = Γ(c2i, c2j) i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m2 (8)
M(Γ)i j = Γ(c1i, c2j) i = 1, 2, . . . ,m1; j = 1, 2, . . . ,m2 (9)
where Γ is the algorithm of SAM or SID, matrix C1 and C2 are within-class measures of
similarity and the matrixM is the between-class measure of similarity.
In order to find the dissimilarity between spectral signatures of two different objects, each
measure of a pair of between-class samples (i.e.Mi j) is divided by the average of all corresponding
within-class measures (i.e. C1i j and C2i j):
µ(Γ)(C1,C2) =
m1∑
i=1
m1∑
j=1, j,i
C1i j +
m1∑
i=1
m1∑
j=1, j,i
C2i j
m1(m1 − 1) + m2(m2 − 1) (10)
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∆
(Γ)
i j =
Mi j
µ(Γ)(C1,C2)
(11)
Hence ∆(SAM)i j and ∆
(SID)
i j denotes normalized between-class SAM and SID dissimilarity,
respectively. The results of ∆(Γ)i j can then be compared among the three spectral imaging methods
RGB, MS, and SP. It allows evaluating their discrimination ability on two objects; a smaller ∆(Γ)
indicates higher similarity.
3. Setup of TuLUMIS
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Fig. 2. Setup of TuLUMIS. (a) The scheme of the system comprising LEDs, a camera,
and components for power supply, synchronization, control, data storage, and power/signal
transmission. The Arduino micro board is programmed to synchronize the flash of LEDs
and the acquisition time of the camera. (b) The components of TuLUMIS, with close-ups of
the internal structure of the water tight housing for the camera and control circuits, and a
cast LED.
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3.1. Hardware description
As shown in Fig. 2, TuLUMIS consists of a 12-bit industrial monochrome camera (acA2040-
25gmNIR, Basler, Germany) with an Apo-Xenoplan 2.0/24 lens (Schneider, Germany), custom
color LEDs (LUXEON Z, Lumileds, Netherlands) with drivers (CAM-V2, PCB Components,
Germany), and periphery components for power supply (TEN 60-2412 DC/DC Converters,
Traco Power, Switzerland), synchronization (Arduino Micro, Italy), controlling (NUC6i5SYB,
Intel, USA), data storing (SSD 850 EVO 1TB, Samsung, Korea), and power/signal transmission
through underwater cables (SubConn Micro Circular, MacArtney, Denmark).
In order to deploy TuLUMIS in the deep ocean, a titanium housing (Develogic, Germany) is
used to protect the camera and the control system from water and high pressure. On one end of
the housing, a flat sapphire glass port is assembled as the window for the camera.
3.2. Synchronization strategy and softwares
An Arduino micro board is programmed to send external trigger signals to synchronize the
flash of the LEDs and the acquisition of the camera. Several integrated circuit components
(hex Schmitt-trigger inverters SN74HCT14 and 3-line to 8-line decoders SN74HCT138, Texas
Instruments, USA) are used to achieve fast switching among the LEDs. A C++ software based
on the camera’s SDK (Software Development Kit) runs on the camera control computer (NUC,
Intel, USA) with Ubuntu 16.04 as operating system. The software is used to adjust parameters for
image acquisition and data storage. All images are stored as 16-bit uncompressed TIFF files. In
order to preprocess and show the multispectral images, a software has been programmed in C++
using the OpenCV library (version 3.3.0) [36] and Qt (version 5.9).
3.3. Pressure-neutral LEDs
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Fig. 3. The relative radiances of the eight LEDs at 700 mA are measured by a spectrometer,
and the spectra are plotted as colored curves in (a), while the nominal central wavelengths of
the LEDs tested by the manufacturer at 500 mA and 25◦C are listed in the legend. The thin
black curve in (a) is the spectral response of the camera. The height of each square in (b) is
the integration of each LED’s spectral radiance and the camera’s response, and the width of
each square shows the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the corresponding LED’s
spectral radiance.
TuLUMIS has sixteen colored LEDs to illuminate a target at eight respective wavelengths covering
the visible spectrum from 400 nm to 700 nm. As shown in Fig. 2, the LEDs are mounted on
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a metal printed circuit board (PCB), and are cast in highly transparent polyurethane [37]. The
polyurethane forms thin walls to transfer heat efficiently to the surrounding water. A reflector is
also adapted on each LED. The LED itself as a solid semiconductor is exposed to the water-depth
dependent pressure. The pressure neutral cast LEDs, combined with also pressure neutral cast
drivers, form low-cost lightweight and corrosion resistant light source units rated to 6000 m.
The nominal central wavelengths of the LEDs are 405 nm, 450 nm, 500 nm, 530 nm, 565 nm,
590 nm, 615 nm, 660 nm tested at 500 mA, 25◦C by the manufacturer [38]. The relative radiance
of each LED driven at 700 mA was measured by using a spectrometer (FLAME-S, Ocean Optics,
USA) with a cosine corrector (CC-3-UV, Ocean Optics, USA). The relative radiances of the
LEDs and the spectral response curve of the camera (provided by the manufacturer) are plotted
in Fig. 3. The relative energy distribution of the light source was calculated by integrating each
LED’s spectral radiance with the camera’s response. The spectral coverage of each LED can
be indicated by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the corresponding LED’s spectral
radiance.
4. Lab experiments
Intuitively, detection of an objectwithmore and narrower spectral channels brings finer information
on the spectrum, and consequently improves the discriminative ability. In order to derive a
quantitative comparison between the RGB method (three channels), the MS method (eight
channels), and the SP method (709 channels) with respect to normalized between-class SAM and
SID dissimilarities as defined in Section 2.3, lab experiments were conducted under controlled
environmental conditions. In the experiments, a custom checkerboard illustrated in Fig. 5 with
Macbeth colors was used as common target for the three methods.
1 m
Camera
LED
Target
Tap water
Fig. 4. Setup of the lab experiment.
For the RGB method, an RGB camera (ILCE-7SM2, Sony, Japan) has been used with a white
LED light source (BXRA-56C5300-H, Bridgelux, USA). The white LED is manufactured by
covering a conversion layer on a blue LED; the spectrum is not as even as sun light. Such LEDs
are widely used underwater as an artificial light source because of the high energy efficiency and
compactness. A water tank filled with tap water was used to conduct the experiments. As shown
in Fig. 4, the distance from the light source to the target, and from the target to the camera is 1 m.
It is necessary to transform raw camera RGB colors to a device independent space because of
the variation of color appearance underwater with different devices [39]. The DCRaw software
written by David Coffin was used to transfer “ARW” format raw data files in Bayer mosaic pattern
to “tiff” format three-channel color images for subsequent processing [40]. For this transfer the
settings “-v -w -o 0 -4 -T” were used in the command to output 16-bit “tiff” files with original
camera white balance and no other modification (i.e., no color space designation, no gamma
correction and no automatically brightening).
For the MS method, TuLUMIS has been used in the same water tank. For the SP method, a
spectrometer (FLAME-S, Ocean Optics, USA) with a Y-shaped fiber-optic probe has been used
in the tank, with the distance between the probe and the board surface fixed at 3 mm.
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The spectral signatures for the RGB method and the MS method are extracted through the
preprocessing shown in Fig. 5. First, the raw images are cropped to the area of interest which is
the color checkerboard area as shown in Fig. 5(a).
Then the cropped images are segmented to create a mask of all color blocks and a mask of all
white blocks as shown in Fig. 5(a). Each selected square is cropped to 80% of the corresponding
color block width (64% of the color block area).
After that, the white background (or spatial illuminance distribution) of the image in each
individual channel is estimated by third order polynomial fitting of the pixels in white blocks.
The white blocks are filtered from the image by using the mentioned white mask.
The color blocks are then divided by the estimated white background illumination shown
in Fig. 5(b). This alleviates the effect of a non-uniform illuminance distribution and allows to
calculate the relative reflectance shown in Fig. 5(c).
In each selected color block, ten samples are collected on the diagonal shown in Fig. 5(d).
The spectral reflectance of each sample is the averaged spectral reflectance of all pixels in the
sampled area. Each color is assigned an index (arranged according to their hue). In Fig. 5(e),
a color bar is created as a reference, where each color is calculated by averaging all pixels in
the corresponding ten collected sample areas. All colors are transformed according to the ICC
profile of SonyA7SM2-Generic only for visualization purposes.
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1
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(a) Original image (b) Non-uniform illuminance background
with isolines for visualization purpose
(c) Corrected image (d) Selected color samples
(e) Colors extracted from the corrected image
Fig. 5. Preprocessing of the raw image of the checker board taken by the RGB camera. (a)
shows the original image with white and black frames marking selected color and white
areas respectively. (b) shows the non-uniform illuminance background calculated by third
order polynomial fitting of the selected white area. Contours are augmented to highlight the
intensity change of the illuminance from bright (the center) to dim (the edge). (c) shows the
image corrected by dividing (a) by (b) in all channels. The indices are assigned according
to the hue of the colors. (d) shows the selected color samples with black and white frames
marking selected area. (e) shows the colors extracted from the corrected image by taking
the average of all pixels in the marked area of each color block. All colors are transformed
according to SonyA7SM2-Generic’s ICC profile for visualization.
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5. Experimental results
5.1. Results of lab experiments
The discrimination ability of the RGB method, the MS method and the SP method are based on
the spectral data collected through the experiments described above. The spectral acquisition
capabilities of the three techniques are illustrated explicitly by overlaying their captured spectral
reflectance curves of all 33 color panels on the checkerboard. As plotted in Fig. 6, the RGB
method uses three values to roughly estimate the reflectance spectrum, while the SP method
measures the detailed spectrum in 709 spectral channels. The MS method with eight channels
acquires a finer-resolved spectrum than the RGB method, and provides comparable spectral
signatures as the SP method.
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Fig. 6. Relative spectral reflectance of the 33 color panels on the checkerboard measured by
the RGB method (dashed lines), the MS method (solid lines), and the SP method (dotted
lines). The wavelength range of each sub-figure covers the visible spectrum from 400 nm to
700 nm, and relative reflectances range from 0 to 1, with axis ticks shown in the legend in
the lower left corner. Order of the sub-figures and color of the curves are consistent with
Fig. 5(e). Compared to the RGB method, the MS method with eight channels acquires a
finer-resolved spectral information. The spectrl resolution of MS is lower than that of the SP
method but more than four million spectral measurements can be conducted in parallel (for
all the pixels vs. for one point measurement).
In total, 330 samples (33 color blocks, 10 samples per block) were collected from the color
checkerboard. A 330-by-330 symmetric matrix was built to show the dissimilarity between each
two samples (shown in Fig. 7), where 330 elements are on the main diagonal, 3,300 elements
represent within-class measures and the remaining 105,600 (= 330 × 330 − 3300) elements are
between-class measures. Because of symmetry, only the 52,800 elements on the upper triangular
part are considered.
The first row in Fig. 7 shows the results of SAM for the RGB method, the MS method and the
SP method calculated by Eq. (2). In general, the results of the SP method feature the smallest
within-class dissimilarity and the largest between-class dissimilarity, and the results of the RGB
method feature the smallest between-class dissimilarity. The results of the MS method fall
between the two other methods. For color blocks No. 25 to No. 33, which are different shades of
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Fig. 7. Results of similarity measures SAM (the first row) and SID (the second row) of the
RGB method (the first column), the MS method (the second column) and the SP method (the
third column). Each matrix is a 330-by-330 matrix (10 samples per color) and each element
represents the similarity measure between the corresponding two samples. The color bars
are in logarithm scale. Detailed comparisons are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
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52800
Fig. 8. Difference matrices of the spectral dissimilarity (or normalized between-class SAM)
∆(SAM) (a) between the MS method and the RGB method, and (c) between the SP method
and the RGB method. The histograms (b) and (d) show the number of elements counted in
the corresponding difference matrix (a) and (c), respectively. 76.66% of the between-class
elements are increased by using the MS method over the use of the RGBmethod, and 99.99%
of the between-class elements are increased by using the SP method over the use of the RGB
method. The bars in the histograms are stacked by the colors of the related samples on the
checkerboard.
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gray, the samples can be distinguished more easily by using the MS method over the use of the
RGB method; the SP method has the best discriminative ability among the three methods.
The second row in Fig. 7 shows the results of SID of the three methods calculated by Eq. (4).
They are consistent with the results of SAM; the results of the SP method feature the smallest
within-class dissimilarity and the largest between-class dissimilarity, but the results of the RGB
method and the MS method are more complex. For color blocks No. 25 to No. 33, the same
conclusion can be drawn as for the SAM results.
From the SAM results, the matrix of the normalized between-class SAM, or ∆(SAM) can
be calculated using Eq. (11). The matrix in Fig. 8(a) shows the difference of ∆(SAM) of the
RGB method subtracted from ∆(SAM) of the MS method. It can be seen that for most pairs of
samples, ∆(SAM) is increased. It is shown in Fig. 8(b) that for blue color blocks, the spectral
discrimination ability using TuLUMIS is not always better than the use of the RGB camera. The
matrix in Fig. 8(c) shows the difference of ∆(SAM) of the RGB method subtracted from ∆(SAM)
of the SP method. It can be seen that for almost all pairs of samples, ∆(SAM) is increased. The
color comprising of the histogram shown in Fig. 8(d) indicates that by using the SP method,
the discrimination abilities for all color pairs on the checkerboard are comparable. Histograms
of the corresponding matrices are shown in Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(d). 40,479 out of 52,800 of
between-class elements are increased (76.66%) by using the MS method compared to the RGB
method. 52,794 out of 52,800 of between-class elements are increased (99.99%) by using the SP
method compared to the RGB method.
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Fig. 9. Difference matrices of the spectral dissimilarity (or normalized between-class SID)
∆(SID) (a) between the MS method and the RGB method, and (c) between the SP method
and the RGB method. The histograms (b) and (d) show the number of elements counted in
the corresponding difference matrix (a) and (c), respectively. 68.24% of the between-class
elements are increased by using the MS method over the use of the RGBmethod, and 99.76%
of the between-class elements are increased by using the SP method over the use of the RGB
method. The bars in the histograms are stacked by the colors of the related samples on the
checkerboard.
From the SID results, the matrix of the normalized between-class SID, or ∆(SID) can also be
calculated using Eq. (11). The matrix in Fig. 9(a) shows the difference of ∆(SID) of the RGB
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method subtracted from ∆(SID) of the MS method. For most pairs of samples, ∆(SID) is increased.
Decreased elements appear in the measures between most of the color blocks and the different
shades of gray blocks, between red blocks and green blocks, and between blue blocks and
green blocks. It is also shown in Fig. 9(b) that for these color pairs, the ∆(SID,MS) − ∆(SID,RGB)
are located in the bins close to zero. The matrix in Fig. 9(c) shows the difference of ∆(SID)
of the RGB method subtracted from ∆(SID) of the SP method. It can be seen that for almost
all pairs of samples, ∆(SID) is increased, which can also be found in Fig. 9(d). Histograms
of the corresponding matrices are shown in Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(d). 36,030 out of 52,800 of
between-class elements are increased (68.24%) by using the MS method compared to the RGB
method. 52,674 out of 52,800 of between-class elements are increased (99.76%) by using the SP
method compared to the RGB method.
5.2. Field test of the first generation prototype
A field test of the first generation prototype of TuLUMIS was conducted during an oceanographic
cruise (MSM61) on the German research vessel Maria S. Merian in waters around the Republic
of Cape Verde [41]. TuLUMIS was carried by the frame of the towed pelagic in situ observation
system PELAGIOS (Hoving et al in prep.) as presented in Fig. 10(a) for in-situ observations of
pelagic fauna.
CameraTelemetry
LED
(a)
0.6 m
White
reference
(b)
Fig. 10. Setups of TuLUMIS during cruise MSM 61. (a) The PELAGIOS frame on which
TuLUMIS was carried. (b) A schematic illustration of the LED array layout and camera focal
length setting. A white board was used as a reference to balance the radiance of each LED
and to calibrate the effect of wavelength-dependent light attenuation.
Figure 11 shows a sergestid shrimp in spectral stacks and the fusion into a pseudo-color image
after using affine transform based on manually selected feature points to align the images. It shows
that the proposed TuLUMIS is technically feasible to be deployed in the deep sea. Nine TuLUMIS
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Fig. 11. A sergestid shrimp observed during the cruise MSM61 by the TuLUMIS. The
monochrome images in eight spectral channels are shown on the left, with a fused pseudo-
color image on the right.
deployments (30 minutes each) were conducted between 75 and 100 meters depth at night (no
sunlight) with different multispectral camera settings, LED array layouts and towing depths.
The experience obtained from the field test is discussed in detail from a technical perspective in
Section 6.2.
6. Discussion
6.1. Dimensionality reduction
In the evaluation of spectral similarity, SAM and SID described in Section 2.2 are widely used.
A larger SAM means a larger dissimilarity between two spectral vectors. However, SAM can
be systematically impacted by changing the dimension of the vector space. Similarly, a larger
SID indicates a larger dissimilarity between two spectral information sources but the increase
of dimensionality of the signal changes the entire probability distribution. Therefore it is not
reasonable to directly compare SAM or SID dissimilarities that are calculated based on spectral
signatures with different dimensions.
In the field of pattern recognition, dimensionality is usually reduced by using principal
component analysis (PCA), as well as linear discriminant analysis (LDA) based on Fisher’s
discriminant [34]. PCA finds the components with the largest variety while LDA optimizes
the ratio of between-class variety and within-class variety. PCA is unsupervised while LDA
is supervised which requires a preliminary knowledge of the classes of the targets. However,
the classes of the underwater targets are usually unknown, thus a training process before
dimensionality reduction is not feasible in practice.
In case the information on the targets is available, the discrimination ability of the MS method
can be further improved. It is evident from Fig. 12, where LDA was used for dimensionality
reduction instead of PCA. When compared with Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the between-class elements in
the difference matrix by using the MS method are increased from 76.66% (with PCA) to 95.82%
(with LDA) for ∆(SAM), and the increased from 68.24% (with PCA) to 78.06% (with LDA) for
∆(SID).
6.2. Potential improvements
During the lab experiments and field tests, the first generation prototype of TuLUMIS operated
effectively and the results have verified the expected merits:
• The pressure neutral LED light source with neither pressure housing nor extra mechanical
parts has the benefit of reduced bulk and complexity of the system
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Fig. 12. Differencematrices of (a) normalized between-class SAM (i.e. dissimilarity∆(SAM)),
and (c) normalized between-class SID (i.e. dissimilarity ∆(SID)) between the MS method
and the RGB method after dimensionality reduction using LDA. The histograms (b) and (d)
show the number of elements counted in the corresponding difference matrix (a) and (c),
respectively. In the case of using LDA, 95.82% of the between-class elements are increased
by using the MS method with SAM over the use of the RGB method, and 78.06% of the
between-class elements are increased by using the MS method with SID over the use of the
RGB method. The bars in the histograms are stacked by the colors of the related samples on
the checkerboard.
• Light reflected from targets is detected by the camera directly without passing through any
filter hence increases the light efficiency
• The intensity of each LED can be adjusted separately to compensate for thewater attenuation
in different water conditions
• The combination of pressure-neutral LEDs and an off-the-shelf gray camera is cost-effective
compared to specialized multispectral cameras
As a novel underwater multispectral imaging system, TuLUMIS can be further improved by
considering the following aspects.
According to the results illustrated in Section 5, the spectral discrimination ability by using
TuLUMIS is not better than the use of the RGB camera for blue and green colors. The reason for
this could be the significant overlapping of the LED light spectra covering 480 nm − 600 nm
as shown in Fig. 3. This is a result from the so called “green-yellow gap” in LED technology.
Blue, cyan, and green LEDs typically use InGaN as semiconductor, while yellow and red LEDs
are AlInGaP based. Generally, red and blue LEDs are radiant efficient (with high wall-plug
efficiency), but green and yellow LEDs are not. The gap in efficiency can be filled with a green
phosphor-converted LED (pumped by a blue LED, and then converted to green) as the one used
in TuLUMIS with the central wavelength of 565 nm. As shown in Fig. 3, the efficiency of the
converted green LED is welcome, but the large FWHM is counterproductive in this case. A
more even combination of LED spectra and reduced spectral overlap could result in a further
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improvement on the spectral discrimination ability of TuLUMIS. In addition, optical filters based
on Fabry-Pérot interferometer design could provide sharp separation between spectral adjacent
LEDs but at the cost of energy loss.
For real-world studies, compensation of the effects of the light source and the water attenuation
needs to be considered. In this study, experiments were only conducted in a water tank filled with
clear tap water; the distance between the light source and the target, and the distance between the
target and the camera were only 1 m. Under such conditions, spectral distortion can be corrected
by dividing with a white reference, without taking advantage of the compensation feature of
the tunable light source. At greater distance, tuning the LEDs for counter acting the wavelength
depending attenuation will be an asset of TuLUMIS. Besides, the temporal variance of water
conditions should also be taken into account in practical scenarios which could also be achieved
with TuLUMIS.
Correction of the heterogeneity of the light source is worth further study. In the lab experiment,
only one LED was turned on at a time, thus the uneven spatial distribution of the illuminance
can be captured by low order polynomial fitting. However, in practice, where an array of LEDs
flashes at the same time, the optical field could be complex and thus could have a more severe
effect on the construction of the spectral signatures.
In general, TuLUMIS with its spectral-scanning approach usually has a better performance
in taking images of static scenes instead of moving objects. As shown in Fig. 11, the images
taken during the field test are lacking brightness, and the alignment of images taken at different
wavelength was difficult due to the changing target (distance, movement of the fauna). Different
aperture sizes and acquisition times were evaluated to balance the depth of field, brightness and
sharpness. The PELAGIOS was towed at a speed of 0.5 knots (approximately 0.25 m/s) and the
acquisition time of the camera was 35 ms with a pixel size of 5.5 µm and focal length of 24.5 mm.
By enhancing the light intensity, the aperture can be smaller to achieve a larger depth-of-view,
and the acquisition time of the camera can be shorter to alleviate the relative movement between
the camera and targets. Deploying TuLUMIS for midwater imaging requires more tuning of
the imaging parameters in the future. We will further improve the system by in-situ and ex-situ
imaging of sessile benthic fauna.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, an underwater multispectral imaging system based on a tunable light source using
pressure neutral color LEDs is presented. The tunable LEDs bring flexibility to the spectral
energy distribution of the light source. The combination of pressure-neutral LEDs and an
off-the-shelf gray camera reduces the complexity and cost of the system. Spectral dissimilarities
based on both SAM and SID measures are used to quantify the spectral discrimination ability
compared to traditional RGB imaging, MS imaging, and hyperspectral (SP) information. Results
of lab experiments show that for different color blocks, the MS method with eight channels can
distinguish 76.66% of color pairs more easily than the common RGB method, while almost all
color pairs can be more effectively distinguished by using the SP method.
In future studies we will apply TuLUMIS to spectral imaging of fauna in aquaria under
controllable conditions. The LEDs will be tuned individually to compensate for the wavelength-
dependent attenuation of the light in natural water conditions at different distances, thus
constructing more accurate spectral signatures. We will investigate how different minerals, corals
and sediments can be better discriminated in-situ with our multispectral approach.
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